
Informative Presentation 
 

Goal: For this assignment you and your group members will learn to organize, clarify, refine, and deliver 
informative messages. Your assignment is to become the teachers, and to teach us about your community 
partner/organization.  
 
Written Work: You must turn in a preparation outline, bibliography, and whatever delivery outline (key 
words only) you choose to use. These materials are due on the day of your presentation. Late work will NOT be 
accepted. The outline and bibliography help show me that you have thought carefully about your speech, 
organized your ideas, and supported them with scholarly research. If you fail to turn in written work on the day 
of your speech, you will receive an automatic zero. Your group need only turn in ONE preparation 
outline/bibliography. 
 
Research: Your speech must be based on information obtained from at least 3 sources. You must identify each 
source orally (when you deliver the speech), in the outline of the speech, and on a single-page bibliography. An 
adequate source citation in a bibliography includes the name of the publication, its author, the date it was 
published, and the volume, issue, and page numbers. Internet citations should include the name of the web page, 
the author (or group of authors or organization responsible for publishing the material), and the specific web 
address. You may compose your bibliography in MLA format, APA format, or Chicago Style. Googling these 
formats or going to the library for manuals will guide you through the process quickly. NO self-conducted 
surveys or interviews may count as one of your required three sources. You may, however, use personal 
interviews as an addition source (in fact, I would think it odd if you did not include information obtained via 
interview with your community partner). 
 
The Limits: You and your group members will have between 25 and 30 minutes to deliver your informative 
presentation. Each group member must participate in the oral presentation of the information. I encourage you 
to have a well-developed speech, and to practice your speech before you present. 
 
Special Requirements: In this speech you must use at least one visual aid. It can be an overhead, a poster, 
Power Point slides, or any other form of visual aids as described in your book. Be sure that it illustrates a key 
point in your speech. The images and text must be large enough to read at the back of the room. You may use 
handouts, but they do not count as visual aids. Your visual aid must be integrated into your speech. It is 
insufficient to hold it up at the end of your speech and say, “Oh yeah here is my visual aid.”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Instructor’s Evaluation for the Informative Presentation 
 
Name: _________________________________________ 
Topic:      _______________________________________ 
Speech Time:____________________________________ 
EX-excellent    GD=good    AV=meets requirement/loosely    FR=fair/weak   NI=needs improvement 
 
Preparation   
__Challenging topic, or timely idea   EXCEEDS Req.         MEETS Req.         MISSES Req. 
__Bibliography (at least 3 current sources)  EXCEEDS Req.         MEETS Req.         MISSES Req. 
__Effective outline (comprehensive but not wordy) EXCEEDS Req.         MEETS Req.         MISSES Req. 
 
Content & Structure  
  
Introduction: 
___ Captured attention     EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Established relevance to/usefulness for audience   EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Speaker establishes/articulates a target audience  EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Established ethos/credibility    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Presented a clear thesis/central idea     EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Previewed main points      EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
 
Body: 
___ Main points stated clearly in topical sentence  EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Organized in clear and appropriate manner    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Balance between main points     EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Effective use of connectives     EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Points are explained and developed well    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Identified/ orally cited 3 sources     EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Appropriate use of supp. materials    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Visual Aids effective for material    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
 
Conclusion: 
___ Summarized main points in review statement   EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Reinforces goal      EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Provided an effective parting shot/ left a lasting impression  EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
 
Delivery 
___ Natural, poised, at ease      EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Vocal variety (rate, volume, inflection)    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Dynamism/ Connectedness    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Made eye contact      EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Spoke extemporaneously/ limited note reliance  EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
___ Effective use of gestures, movement, body language/  EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
 refrained from distracting behaviors 
___ Presented visual aid effectively    EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
 
Does the speaker reference data /information gathered within the speech?       Y            N 
 
Overall, how well does speaker achieve goal?   EX       GD       AV      FR      NI 
 
Presentation ______/50 
Deductions for Time _____/5 
TOTAL POINTS: ______/50 


